
2. Nature of News (Newsworthiness) Tuesday, 8 March 2016

4th estate  

The News Media as the “4th estate”  

• 4th Estate: An institution of power alongside the other “estates” (i.e. parliament, the judiciary 

the church)  

• The news media function in the public interest to hold the power to account, protect rights, 

enable free speech, support the democratic process. 

• Watch dog function: To warn people of wrongdoing & expose wrongdoing/ incompetence on 

the part of the powerful and privileged. 

• Town crier function: To provide people with information about events, developments, 

announcements or discoveries which actually have a significant impact on their everyday lives. 

(i.e physical, economic, psychological well-being)  

• Power gauge effect: To monitor the exercise of power (i.e. competition for power and shifts in 

power arrangements) by reporting the actions of governments and bureaucracies, parliament 

proceedings, political debates, elections, etc.  

examples: news values  

Don’t have to use all of them!  

• Frequency  

• Amplitude - The bigger the better (i.e. deaths) 

• Unambiguity - Simplify information  

• Familiarity - Don’t use difficult terms  

• Predictability - i.e. Japan: sexual fetishes & gadgets 

• Surprise - Goes against predictability  

• Correspondence - Similarity or connection  

• Composition  
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• Eliteness (of people) - The more famous the people, the more publicity  

• Eliteness (of nations)  

• Personification - Anything involving people (i.e. getting their story)  

• Negativity - Conflict (i.e. Sport: weekly conflict)  

Readings  

News Values & Death (The Weekend Australian)  

• Deaths are only “newsworthy” if they concern: 1) Someone who lives in a 1st World country. 

2) A celebrity 3) A freaky death.  

• There are many reasons as to why this occurs, but it has a lot to do with the fact that the 

West owns most of the TV/ media.  

The News Gates, Agendas and Values  

• Ethnocentrism: News is inevitable slanted because a culture’s views of the world are coloured 

by a primary interest in “it’s own kind”.  

• (Cultural Orientation/ Bias) What happens to ‘us’ determines newsworthiness. If a number of 

‘us’ are killed in an earthquake faraway, it is more fully reported. (We view reality though a 

cultural prism)  

• (Cultural Rituals) People featured regularly in the news are primary actors own the ritual of 

cultural reinforcement & renewal  

• (News as construct) News does not tell us about reality, it informs us about what is important/ 

salient about reality.  

• (Gatekeeping: Selecting/ Filtering News) Opening and closing the channels of 

communication; Accessing or refusing access.  
> Gates usually swing on hinges or reward/ worthwhileness.  
> We are all gatekeepers: Self-censoring, summarise, modify, spruce up, distort through the 

gates.  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> Eg. Gulf war was gate kept by military authorities to be portrayed as a “clean” war; 

sanitised view of things. Papers rejected gory images of bodies and used more sanitised 

photos.  

• (Agenda-setting) What is most important to the public is at the top of the media agenda.  
> Those whose discourse dominates choose the agenda and have ownership & control.  

• (Frequency) Quick  & impactful news (eg. murder/ bombing) VS. “awkward” timescale (eg. 

slow progress to prosperity of the Third world country)  

• (Amplitude) The bigger, the better.  

• (Unambiguity) Simplification by media to increase clarity.  

bbc’s thoughts 

2 Types of News 

1. News that reaffirm your values - A “corrective mist” that reinforces your prejudices and 

ideology & tastes  

2.  A race to accumulate the most clicks (to bring in revenue)  

* Tension between gathering clicks/ shares & actually informing people of news & important 

events. 

Types of news values 

News Values  

• IMPACT   Involves actual or potential impact on viewers’ physical, economic, emotional or 

psychological well-being (or on people with whom the viewer feels a connection);  

• NORMATIVE BREACH  Involves some moral or otherwise normative breach (i.e. a 

wrongdoing) about which the viewer is likely to feel concerned or outraged 

• POWER EXERCISE  Involves some exercise of power or a  significant shift in power 

relations (i.e. in who has control in socially significant institutions or groupings) 
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• UPLIFTING  Is morally or emotionally uplifting – i.e. an instance of laudable or heart 

warming  behaviour or achievement which the viewer is likely to feel good about 

• FANCY THAT!  Involves a “fancy that!” element – i.e. newsworthy on account of the 

“strange but true” factor 

• CONTINUITY/CONNECTION  Celebrates or marks “cultural continuity” or “connection” – 

e.g. cultural traditions, festivals, seasonal celebrations, national holidays, rites of passage etc. 

• EXTRAORDINARY   Provides insights into some aspect or sector of society which is likely to 

fall outside the everyday experiences of most/many viewers 

• SEVERITY low / mid / high e.g. was the impact major or minor; was the wrong-doing serious 

or trivial, etc? 

• SCOPE  narrow / mid / wide  eg how many people likely to be affected?   

• PROXIMITY  distant / mid / close  eg how closely connected – geographically, socially or 

culturally? 
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